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Arthurs Creek - Graded Scratch Races – July 24
th

Race report

a-grade (David Holt with contribution from Rob Amos)

As the nominated bunch captain David Holt took it upon
himself to lead the group through the neutral zone to
Nankervis Rd....  Then, for his troubles, was encouraged to
stay on the front as he set a gentleman’s pace, no one
particularly interested in coming through to set, or raise, the
tempo.  The bunch was only nine riders in size and, when
others deigned to come through, it seemed only half of those
were interested in rolling to the front so it was a fairly
controlled and calm pace, the presence of Guy Green and
Shane Styles in the group making for some nervous
anticipation amongst some of the riders..  Half a lap done, out
of the turn, through the neutral zone and Shane jumped, Rob
Amos on his heels.  The pair’s foray not lasting long but no
sooner had they been returned than Shane was off again, this
time alone, heads turning to see who was going with him.. No
Guy Green meant everyone could stay put.

David Holt chased for a while, but none of the group showed
any interest in returning Shane so he turned to the group and
asked for everyone to roll through gently, the idea to keep
Shane on a 200m leash.  The bunch consented and rolled
through as a group for the next 2 laps, Shane happy to stay out
there, the group happy to leave him there and enjoy the
country side.

Approaching the climb heading out to start the third lap
Anthony Gullace surged off the front to climb the hill in
pursuit of Shane..  Shane only 100m ahead but already at the
top of the hill.  None in the bunch sure if Anthony fancied his
chances with Shane or just got caught up with some unspent
energy.  The group settling on the latter were happy to let
Anthony go alone in his chase.  Somewhere in the outbound
leg Anthony caught Shane, or Shane slowed, but the impact
wasn’t felt by the group who were still very happy sniffing the
roses on the way through.

2.5 laps done and heading back for the bell Shane rolled back
to the group leaving Anthony to his own devices, a scenario
which lasted another 10 minutes before the grade was all one
big rose smelling group again.  Until Phil Smith stretched his
legs and tried to put his TT skills to use, everybody aware of
his abilities, nobody prepared to let him exercise them - Phil
quickly returned.

On the bell lap, David followed the Degani duo of Frank

Nyhuis and Trevor Coulter up the hill, the field in tow.  Toward
the top there was a surge from Guy and Shane causing a few to
struggle with the last of the climb but it was not enough of a surge
from the aggressors to split the bunch and within 2k of rolling
over the top it was all one big group again.  The Degani boys
were getting frisky and rolled off the front to open a little gap half
way out but were closed down pretty quick.  For the remainder of
the run to the final turn and a good deal of the way back the pace
was on, Frank willing to pull big turns on the front, Rob Amos
also keen to keep the tempo up, at one time the pair gapping the
field for a bit but never likely to be allowed away.

Prior to the last little undulation before the big climb David Holt
rolled over Rob to launch a semi attack - just to see who would
respond - they all did.  Guy and Shane countering the initial move
jumped to a 10m gap.  Calls from behind for David to close the
gate fell on deaf ears; David waiting for someone else to make the
effort; the job falling to one of the Degani riders.  With a little
huffing and puffing it was all together for the climb.

Onto the hill and Trevor attacked, David grabbed his wheel, Guy
his, then Shane with the rest of the bunch spread out behind.
Shane jumped just at the peak and took 15m out of the three who
were a couple of bike lengths ahead of the rest.  For the second
time David was called upon to chase, this time Guy doing the
calling, this time the call was heeded and David set chase down
the hill.  Round the last cone David hooked Shane’s wheel as he
slowed for the turn (afterwards he said he thought it was neutral
through there).  Out of the final turn Guy flew past the pair to turn
first into Green’s Road (appropriate – ed.).  Guy getting a quick
30m before a decision was made to chase, David again being
called upon to chase him down, being caught Guy slowed up
allowing Shane and Trevor to close on the pair before Shane took
the lead....

Four riders, 600m out, rolling towards the imaginary trigger line..
then the clunk of gear changes and swoosh swoosh of wheels
from behind as Rob Amos came flying up from the back,
continuing the momentum he’d picked up on his chase of the
leaders he went straight past and into the lead.  Too much too
soon, the effort too much to sustain, Rob running out of legs and
fading fast well before the finish.  His appearance though kicking
off the sprint proper, Shane leading the way with a bike length
over David as he, in turn, flew back past the slowing Rob, David
quickly followed in pursuit of Shane, side by side the pair raced
for the line.  A little further back Guy led Trevor past Rob in what
was destined to be the race for third as Shane and David sprinted
to decide top honours.  By the narrowest of margins it was David
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who claimed the prize, Shane second and Guy winning the
battle for third.

Figures for the race; 67k in 1:54 - avg 35.3kph, max 62.4 kph.

b-grade (Nick Tapp with contribution from Damian Burke)

Seventeen starters in b-grade.  Conditions were good, chilly
but dry and not much wind. Kevin Turley and Nick Tapp led
off through the neutral zone, then shared the pointy end,
keeping the pace steady until the first turnaround.  Kevin Starr
ventured to the front on the way back, as did Thorkild - no
surprises there.  But no real pace, the first lap completed
relatively easily.

Up the outward hill again and racing this time, Thorkild began
to spread the field while spinning the small ring, then Nick
rode past pushing the big one, and by the top Nick had opened
a 5-second gap without really planning to.  Still, nothing
ventured is nothing gained, so Nick put the head down and
hoped for one or two likely lads to join him.  No one accepted
the invitation, and instead it was a watchful chase with Ray
Russo and Damian Burke energetic on the front.  When Tim
Crowe finally led the bunch past Nick, everyone was there
except Phil Pelgrim, who had been dislodged and was later
seen riding alone before c-grade swept him up.

Just after the turn Nick dropped his chain, whereupon the idea
of an attack rippled palpably through the bunch – but only for
a moment.  Andy Schleck should be so lucky!  Fortunately,
Nick rolled the chain back on and rejoined the peloton without
difficulty.  With Nick back in the fold Kevin Starr had another
dig, then Owen Anstey spent a good long time off the front,
but the bunch kept him dangling close.  Close enough that
Damian and Nick, leading the chase from the bottom of the
hill, had only to maintain a good tempo to reel him in by the
top.

Most riders decided to keep the powder dry on lap 3, and not
much happened – except Nick’s chain came off again, but
again he manoeuvred it back on with the derailleur.  Steve
Ross put some power down on the way out, but that was all
until Owen had another go, again on the way back and again
with a similar result to the previous lap.

It was all intact for the final lap, catching the breath and
steeling the nerves.  Thorkild shared the work on the front with
Nick, Damian, the Kevins and Tim Crowe, plus an unknown or
two – you know who you are.  Ray Russo chimed in with one
or two of his trademark surges but it was all together at the
final Strathewen turn.

Coming back from Strathewen, the anticipation mounted.
Steve Ross might be preparing for the sprint, or Ian Smith, but
then Steve started waving riders past: ‘Cramping, mate’, he
was heard to say.  At the bottom of the final hill Bruce Gray
launched the attack of the day and leapt to a commanding gap
– but did so on the wrong side of double white lines.  The
bunch captains conferred briefly and confirmed the general
view that there was no need to chase.  Nick and Damian now
worked their way to the front and maintained a steady tempo
up the hill.  Maybe the fireworks were all spent, but it was a

sedate procession to the crest and down the other side to the turn.
‘What’s this, a track race?’ quipped some wag.

Nick led the way safely around the corner in to Greens Road and
on towards the finish, then Kevin Turley and Damian went
around Nick and lifted the pace.  Just before the final left-hander
into the straight Damian jumped followed by Kevin, th sprint was
joined and there was a general scramble for the fastest wheel,
Kevin following Damian’s, Nick finding Kevin’s, but it was Ray
who was the only one to make any headway, passing a few before
coming around Nick in the straight to take third spot behind
Damian and Kevin.  Nick took fourth and may not have been the
only one ruing a lost opportunity on the hill.

c-grade (Tim Mortensen)

It may have been overcast and cool, but dry roads, no wind and
low traffic made for perfect racing conditions on the undulating
Arthur’s Creek course.  A field of 11 c-graders set out at a
leisurely pace in the neutral zone to Nankervis Road.  Half way
up the 1st hill the bunch was reminded of the Port de Bale�s pass
in the Tour as Jim Swainston appeared to derail his chain and
pulled over.  Calls made for the bunch to wait up were more or
less heeded allowing Jim to re-join just after the end of the neutral
zone.

It wasn’t long before Marc Ramsdale opened proceedings and
tested the bunch with strong surges from the front whenever the
road turned upwards.  Quick responses by Tim Mortensen and
Richard Dobson kept the bunch together, the strong attacks
keeping Marc out the front for much of the first lap.  Coming up
to the pinch for the first time Marc attacked with only a few able
to match him over the top, a slight easing of pace on the downhill
allowing the bunch to catch up by the turn-around.

Back over the hill onto the second lap Marc once again launched
a series of surges, Tim and Richard responding and opening up a
small break over the bunch.  Chasing hard, the bunch reeled in the
breakaway by the Strathewen turn-around.  Back together
heading for the bell Marc again led over the pinch, splitting the
hill climbers from the rest only to have it regroup on the descent.

Realising the race was probably going to be decided amongst the
hill-climbers, the pace eased slightly on the third lap.  Perhaps
sensing this as an opportunity Bruce Hawker surged away from
the bunch.  Seeing the danger Richard and Marc scrambled hard
to catch; Bruce’s reward to sit at the front for the next half lap.
After the Strathewen turn-around the pace eased again, as riders
caught their breath in preparation for a final attempt up the pinch.

Approaching Nankervis Road the contenders began jostling for
position; Richard, Marc and Chris Ellenby moving up to the front.
Up the pinch for the last time, the bunch split with Tim leading
from Marc, Chris and Richard.  The four were down the other
side and around the cone and heading for home before the
followers could close the gap.  Chris attacked hard turning into
Greens Rd, almost gaining a race-winning break, before being
caught just before the final sprint.  The road opened up for the
sprint and it was Chris leading out from Richard, Marc and Tim.
Tim chasing down Chris on the line to take 1st in a photo finish,
Chris 2nd (both Tim and Chris’s first results in c-grade) and
Richard half a wheel back in 3rd.



d-grade (David Ryan)

15 d-grade starters, some of whom had never seen the Arthurs
Creek track, headed off into the cold but clear conditions.
Ideal actually for racing, with the exception of a slightly damp
road near the start.

Well, only 14 "headed" off.  Pete Mackie, the group captain,
had headed off early and parked down road beyond the sharp
left bend, so as to keep a keen eye on proceedings and to make
sure that all knew about things such as crossing white lines,
etc.

With Pete now "on", the group safely navigated the first lap.
A nice easy exploratory lap out and back so as to get
acquainted with all the ups and downs as well as the wash outs,
gravel, and other such road conditions.  Gary Leroy doing a
good deal of the work, with good turns taken by Graeme
Haines, John Thomson (recovering from knee surgery) and
David Ryan (recovering from Femoral nerve problems).

Nothing much to report on the first of three laps, with the
exception of a dejected Ross Gardiner, seen roadside with
wheel, spare tube, pump and levers all in hand!

The completion of the first lap saw an orderly climb up the
hill, a patient downhill run and a nice controlled turn around.

The second lap saw the heart rates climb, and the dropping of
Peter Scarth.  The bunch further reduced with the
disqualification of three riders for crossing the white line. (note
to all: if disqualified, you can continue to ride, but at the back
and no contesting the sprint!)

Pete Mackie looking nice and strong rising easily out of the
saddle, each time the gradient turned positive, to "dance on the
pedals" (much to the envy of the saddle bound David Ryan).
Ian Smith decided enough tom-foolery!  Time to test with a
break.  He was caught and put back into the bunch.  Not to be
intimidated, he tried several more times, only to be hauled
back in each time.  Cube Taylor was now featuring strongly at
the front as well, testing all with some good strong high speed
turns.

The second return climb saw the ever-consistent Sam Bruzzese
lift up the pace for the hill, David Ryan sitting on his wheel
(literally and figuratively? - ed.).  But it was still a group that
descended to the final turn to take the bell - 16k to run.  New
member, D Woolhouse rounded the turn cone with some vigour
and a reminder from the bunch captain about neutral zones!

Valentino Comelli, on loan from c-grade, led the field strongly
back up the hill for the start of the third and final lap.  John
Thomson lost a bit of ground here (how is that knee John?) but
fortunately caught back up on the other side.  It was a fairly tame
pace for the majority of the last lap as the race headed for the
final climb back to the last turn around.

Adam Dymond, along with John Thomson and Pete Mackie
losing ground on the up, Sam Bruzzese complaining of a cramp in
a leg also let the bunch slip away.  A fast pace down the last hill
to the final turn and the run home saw about 9 or 10 riders tucked
down out of the wind so as to get amongst the sprint at the end.

The last flat k or so saw the pace steadily climb as the race was
now on in earnest.  One sole rider in front leading the way
through the wind, David Ryan stuck on his wheel.  The last 100
meters or so saw Cube Taylor head down tail up sprinting up on
the outside!  David Ryan switched horses jumping onto Cube’s
wheel, then into clear air to pass him and on to the finish.  David
Ryan, on his way back to c-grade, held on for the win, Cube was
swallowed up by the rest before the line and watched as Ian Smith
took second ahead of the veteran Ted McCoy who rounded off
the three places on offer.

e-grade

No report.

f-grade

No race.



Results
First Second Third Forth

a-grade (9) David Holt Shane Styles Guy Green

b-grade (17) Damian Burke, Kevin Turley, Ray Russo, Nick Tapp

c-grade (12) Tim Mortensen, Chris Ellenby, Richard Dobson

d-grade (15) David Ryan, Ian Smith, Ted McCoy

e-grade (9) Richard Maggs, T Hampton, Lawrence Bohn

f-grade (0)

Aggregate Standings
Points Points Points

1
st David Ryan (C) 40 6

th Jim Swainston (B) 31 11
th Rob Amos (A) 28

2
nd JC Wilson (E) 39 7

th Chris Ellenby (C) 30 12
th Sam Bruzzese (D) 27

3
rd Guy Green (A) 33 8

th Dean Niclasen (C) 30 13
th Mal Jones (C) 27

4
th Martin Stalder (B) 32 9

th Ron Stranks (E) 30 14
th Adam Dymond (D) 26

5
th Steve Ross (A) 31 10

th Graeme Parker (D) 29 15
th Rob Harris (A) 26

Officials
Thanks to Peter Mackie and Ron Stranks on the desk taking entries.  Thanks also to the rostered helpers who were Nick Hainal,
David McCormack, Boyd Friis, son of Boyd, Peter Kronemann, Tony Rodrigues, Phil Thompson, Gavin Plummer, Greg Lipple
and Matt Rice who enabled us to race.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough
people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the trailer along and David Ryan who was on hand again with ice cold
drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.

Eastern Vets Program
Saturday July 31 2:00pm Killara Road # Graded Scratch Races #

Saturday August 7 1:30pm
2:30pm

Casey Fields Teams Point Race &
Graded Scratch Races

Saturday August 14 2:00pm Kernot # Croydon Cycleworks Jack Thompson h’cap #

Saturday August 21 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races #

Monday August 30 7:30pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.
# Tail lights are a requirement for all EVCC Road events in the winter season

Northern Vets Program
Sunday August 1 9:30am National Boulevard Graded Scratch Races

Sunday August 8 10:00am Avenel Road Seymour General Memorial Handicap (64k)

Sunday August 15 9:30am Yellow Box Drv, Somerville Graded Scratch Races

Sunday August 22 10:00am Lancefield Club Championships & secret handicap

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday August 8 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Races

Sunday August 29 9:00am Kernot VVCC Open h’cap

Sunday September 5 9:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday August 29 10:00am Kernot Gippsland Open 18/8

Sunday September 12 10:00am Learmonth Eureka Open 1/9

Note : Entries can be made on-line through the VVCC website or are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available
on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by the requisite fee.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

12/9/2010 Whittlesea Degani Kinglake Ride
- http://www.supersprint.com.au/events/degani-kinglake-ride-2010.aspx

17/10/2010 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day
Registrations open 1/4/2010 for BV members, 8/4/2010 for general public
- www.bv.com.au

27/11/2010 New
Zealand

Wattyl – Lake Taupo Cycle Challenge
Mal Jones on 0412 569 100 or email mal@shotproperty.com.au

Shimano Chains (Dean Niclasen)

During a training ride last Wednesday I was riding down the Olinda-Monbulk Rd and accelerating out of the saddle when my
chain suddenly came off.  The loss of balance led to a fall at a speed of at least 50km/h.  Luckily the worst injury I sustained is
some facial cuts that required a bit of plastic surgery and 2 days in hospital.  Given the speed of the fall I feel lucky that I didn't
break anything or sustain a more serious injury.  The total cost of repairs to the bike, helmet and HR monitor will be around
$1000.

Some investigation has led to the probable cause of the chain coming off, and I thought this might be of interest to other members.
The Shimano CN-7900 series (Dura-ace) chains are directional and must be installed facing the proper direction, which I never
realised. The technical sheet has the following to say:

"The proper design performance will be obtained when the CN-7900 is installed so that it faces the correct way.  If it is installed
so that it faces the opposite way, the chain may come off and the bicycle may fall over and serious injury may occur as a result"

It turns out they are right, as I had unknowingly installed the chain the wrong way around having never heard before of a
directional chain.  My advice to any member who installs their own chain (and possibly even if a bike shop has done it for you) is
to check that it is in fact installed correctly otherwise they may end up experiencing the same painful and expensive lesson as I
did.  The chain should be installed such that the writing, which is only on one side of the chain, is to the outside of the bicycle.  If
it faces the inside then I suggest you get it corrected sooner rather than later!
         _____

Apparently the new Ultegra chains are the same.

The following link will take you to Shimano’s technical documents web page;
- http://techdocs.shimano.com/techdocs/index.jsp
Follow the road bike links to find information on the chains.

Committee Matters:

A question was raised at the EVCC general meeting on Monday concerning the role of Bunch Captains; it seems that this is not
understood.  The roles of a Bunch Captain are detailed in the Race Controller’s Kit, which is available on the internet, but
essentially the Bunch Captain is responsible for the behaviour of the bunch and the safety of the race.  A Bunch Captain has the
authority to disqualify riders* who break the rules or who may be riding in a manner such that it exposes others to unacceptable
risk.  It is at the Bunch Captain’s discretion if riders are to be warned or disqualified.  A Bunch Captain has the authority to call a
race neutral at any time and under extreme circumstances can call a race off.  The Bunch Captain is essentially a deputised referee
and holds the same authorities; riders who fail to obey a Bunch Captain’s directions can, and will, find themselves facing
disciplinary actions that may result in disqualification, fine and/or suspension.

*A disqualified rider is not to continue to participate in the race from which they have been disqualified.  A disqualified rider
should, upon being notified of their disqualification, go to the back of the bunch and not contribute to the race in any way.

Another issue raised at the meeting was that of rider education.  Again there is documented instruction on this topic, both on the
EVCC internet site (under Race Etiquette) and in the handbook provided to each member (and also available on the web site).  But
there are some unwritten rules, both general and specific, actually the specific ones are documented in the Race Controller’s Kit
under Course Instructions, but I digress.  The sport of cycling is booming and the club is attracting new members who have had no
experience with road racing except late nights watching SBS.  Eastern Vets has a proud reputation of being a safe and friendly



club and this is an image, and an actuality, the club wishes to retain and maintain.  To ensure this status we need to propagate safe
racing habits in a friendly manner and it is the responsibility of all to do so.  It is up to the experienced members of the club to pass
on knowledge, it is up to new members to ask advice and seek direction about how to ride in a race situation, what they are doing
right and what they may be doing wrong.  There are many in the club who will be only too happy to impart their wisdoms.  In the
interest of being a friendly club any sharing of knowledge, be it out on the road or back in the sheds, should be done in friendly
tones and not abusive shouts, explanation is better than exclamation.

Cycle4Uganda

Cycle4Uganda is a 7 Day bicycle ride (30/12/2010 - 6/1/2011) covering 350km from Sipi falls in Mbale to Kampala in an effort to
raise money for Mara Foundation Projects. The Foundation’s target is to reach 100 cyclists, the money raised will enable us to
begin partnerships and undertake much-needed refurbishment in 15 schools, with the goal being to adopt a total of 100 schools
within 5 years. This will not only improve the lives of 48,000 young Ugandans, but the lasting changes made to the system will
also guarantee a better education for generations to come.

Check out their web site (http://www.cycle4uganda.com) for full details but the upshot is;
- you pay a registration fee - ₤250,
- you get yourself to, and back from, Uganda,
- you raise a minimum amount of sponsorship - ₤2,300,
- you pay for any extras including travel insurance and any optional excursions you may wish to participate in
Meals and accommodation are covered, bicycles and internal transport are provided (I think - ed.).

Teams’ Races – August 7.

The postponed Teams’ Points Race from early this month has been rescheduled to run at Casey Fields August 7th.  The format of
the points race will be 20 laps on a shortened circuit with sprints on every second lap.  Points will be awarded for the first three in
each sprint.
The race will start at 1:30pm and is anticipated to run approximately 45 minutes, after which the regular graded scratch races will
be run.  The far loop of the circuit will be available for warmup whilst the teams’ race is underway.

*******************


